Temperature and pressure dependent growth and morphology of DMPC/DSPC domains studied by Brewster angle microscopy.
In this work, the temperature and pressure dependent growth of domains in DMPC/DSPC monolayers at various molar ratios was studied by Brewster angle microscopy. Upon compression, roughly discoidal domains with some branching are formed. Further compression leads to an increase in both the number and the average size of the domains, which range between ca. 5 and 20 microm. The isobaric heating of the monolayers results in a gradual decrease of the domain size until their disappearance. The size and morphology of the domains depend not only on equilibrium parameters such as temperature, pressure and composition, but appear to be also strongly dependent on non-equilibrium parameters such as the rate of perturbation. The comparison between our results and those previously published for bilayers allows us to infer that the growth behaviour in monolayers can be qualitatively but not quantitatively extrapolated to bilayers.